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What expectations, values, and emotions do we carry into these 
spaces? 

What expectations, values, and emotions do students bring with 
them?

What expectations, values, and emotions are signified by space 
itself?



306 Butler Library 



Do alternative spatial contexts or modes of analysis 
actually enable new forms of critique that are embodied, 
culturally grounded, and creative?



Ian from the Third space: first position

https://docs.google.com/file/d/14ztdr_vFbKmfIbo5Ooo1kPjtcYeWI9ra/preview


Social Spaces
Socio-political contradictions are realized spatially [...] Spatial 
contradictions ‘express’ conflicts between socio-political interests 
and forces. (Lefebvre, 365)

Social space works as a tool for the analysis of society. (34)

The form of social space is encounter, assembly, simultaneity. (101) 



Performative Spaces

Thanks to the potential energies of a variety of groups capable of 

diverting homogenized space to their own purposes, a 

theatricalized or dramatized space is liable to arise. Space is liable 

to be eroticized and restored to ambiguity, to the common 

birthplace of needs and desires. (Lefebvre, 291)



Third Space [...] constitutes the discursive conditions of 

enunciation that ensure that the meanings and symbols of 

culture have no primordial unity or fixity; that even the same 

signs can be appropriates, translated, rehistoricized, and read 

anew. (Bhabha, 37)

Third Spaces & Defamiliarization 



Ian from the Third space: second position

  

https://docs.google.com/file/d/18rBq1JhS00v2X0uWkknoa3lcVlvK_SG2/preview


Ian from the Third space: third position

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wS5C0cQgIJLRh5zejNXsvEWnri360OlJ/preview


Ian from the Third space: fourth position (bonus!)

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1jrfTcJYI_m-DVdgGK9z0AGKgjZvmixWb/preview








Interference 
Archive



Brooklyn Museum
It makes me wonder if choosing a 

wing in the Brooklyn Museum to 

dedicate space to women artists will 

encourage the museum to showcase 

more women artists throughout the 

museum in general or will women 

artists’ work remain mostly 

contained to this one wing?

Student Site Report 



I went to the city tech library website and used the EBSCOhost 

search engine. For source one I used the key words “ black arts 

movement” AND “racism.” I looked through plenty of articles but 

this one in specific caught my eye. For source two I used the key 

words “Black lives matter” AND “racism “ OR “discrimination”. 

With these terms I found the article that fit the social issue.

Student Site Report 

Search Strategies



Zuccotti Park & The Oculus

There were many police officers, 

security guards, and staff all over the 

floors. This maybe a subtle way to 

imply rules, like no disorderly conduct, 

no littering, and no smoking inside, etc. 

No behavior in The Oculus seemed to 

violate the intentional design. 

Student Site Report 



The Struggle is Here & Now



[The Hollywood lot] reminded me 
of my childhood when I used to 
go to work with my dad in the 
countryside of Barbados and how 
his mechanics shop was 
galvanized in and nature 
surrounded the lot we occupied. 

Nakeita Clarke, In Class Writing



Ephemera from the Hollywood Lot visit



  
I felt that during our performance/visit 
that Andrea had certain expectations 
from the class, and often times it felt 
that we weren’t taking the experience 
serious enough compared to the way 
Andrea did. I feel that we may have 
also unintentionally offended her 
during the visit by giggling and 
reacting in certain ways to some of 
the ‘weird’ and unusual experiences.

Danielle Ali, In Class Writing



 And by exploring this Third Space, we may elude the politics of 

polarity and emerge as the others of ourselves. (Bhabha, 39)



 

540 City Tech Library 



How can we work to develop new contexts for interaction in the 

spaces where we teach?

What does a critical pedagogy that considers physical and 

affective space look like?
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